Magnetic patterns in three iron-garnet films with different magnetic properties covered with 100 nm superconducting Nb film are studied using magneto-optical imaging technique. In all samples the strong coupling between ferromagnetic domains and vortices noticeably modifies the magnetization process. However, depending on the type and width of the magnetic domains we observe different flux dynamics in the Nb film. Wide domains give rise to a combined domain structure and type-I like superconducting response resulting in enhanced attenuation of the flux motion due to cooperative pinning of vortices and magnetic domain walls. These combined domains strongly shrink in the ac fields due to a dynamic instability triggered by oscillating domain walls. Combined domains formed on narrow magnetic domains do not shrink but they guide the motion of vortices and in turn align in the vortex motion direction. This introduces superconducting current anisotropy due to strong pinning on the magnetic domain walls. Irregular magnetic domain structures with immobilized domain walls stochastically modify the vortex entry patterns. The presence of magnetic domains essentially arrests thermomagnetic avalanches in the superconducting layer. The studied magnetic pinning has a good potential for slowing down vortices in high-T c superconductors.
Introduction
Coupling of mutually exclusive order parameters, such as superconductivity (SC) and ferromagnetism (FM), offers a whole set of fascinating effects and novel phenomena. They include the appearance of triplet superconductivity [1] , variations of the SC transition temperature (T c ) [2] [3] [4] , fine scale order parameter modulations [5] [6] , cryptomagnetic structures [7] , π and random angle junctions [8] , long-range proximity [9] [10] [11] , tunable reentrant superconductivity [12] , and magnetic pinning [13] [14] . A comprehensive discussion of mentioned effects can be found in recent reviews [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Among those phenomena the magnetic pinning is probably the less studied effect in-spite of its key practical potential for power and other SC applications requiring require high critical currents such as superconducting cables, magnets, electric machines, energy storage devices and so on. In fact, theoretical estimates show that the SC critical currents based on the magnetic pinning can reach the depairing current value and the introduction of the magnetic pinning in high-temperature superconductors is the only way to arrest vortex dynamics at high temperatures [13] .
Vortex dynamics is the general feature of type-II SCs controlling their transport and magnetic response. Independent of the nature of pairing, composition of the materials, and peculiarities of their H-T phase diagram, it is the emergence of the vortex motion, which limits the current carrying ability of SC components. Therefore, the major effort in SC science and technology is devoted to the understanding of the vortex matter and finding effective ways of its immobilization. The usual approach is to generate point-like (inclusions, vacancies, precipitates), linear (columnar defects, second phase nanorods), or planar (grain boundaries, stacking faults) poorly superconducting defects [21] [22] [23] . Vortices residing on the defects gain the condensation energy H c 2 /8π (H c is the thermodynamic critical field) in the volume v d of the vortex core/defect intersection, which defines the core pinning potential U c . The critical field is H c =Φ 0 /2√2 πξλ , where the flux quantum Φ 0 is a constant, while the coherence length ξ and the penetration depth λ strongly diverge with temperature (ξ~λ~ (T c -T) -1/2 ) [21] ). Thus for defects of reasonably small sizes U c becomes inefficient at higher temperatures causing a dramatic drop of the critical currents. These effects are particularly harmful in the case of high-T c superconductors, where catastrophic creep of vortices at T~U c wipes out all the advantages of the high transition temperature.
Magnetic pinning was proposed as an alternative to the core pinning [13] . To realize the magnetic pinning one has to create strong magnetic gradients, for example by using artificial arrays of magnetic particles ("magnetic dots" [19] [20] or rods [24] [25] ) or by manufacturing the SC layer on a FM substrate with natural magnetic inhomogeneities due to domains [13, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . The scale of the magnetic pinning potential U m will be defined by the Zeeman coupling of the vortex flux and magnetization -MΦ 0 [17] , which is minimum at the mutual alignment of M and Φ 0 . Accounting that the ferromagnetic Curie temperature is usually much larger than T c , M and thus U m may be considered as T independent and should be much higher than U c at T~T c .
In the present work we study remagnetization processes in a SC film sputtered simultaneously on three FM substrates with different magnetic anisotropy, magnetization, and domain structure (DS). They all show strong interactions between vortices and magnetic domains but reveal different effects of the magnetic pinning depending on the type of the DS in the FM substrate. When domains in the FM film with perpendicular anisotropy are wider than the FM film thickness, the combined structure of vortices coupled to the FM domains forms. It modifies the magnetic response of the hybrid and essentially attenuates the flux mobility. In bilayers with wide domains the combined structure is strongly refined in the AC field due to a novel dynamic instability in the system. The synergetic action of the pinning of vortices in the SC layer, pinning of domain walls in the FM layer, and domain wall/vortex coupling in the combined structure strongly impedes the magnetic flux dynamics and arrests thermo-magnetic instabilities in the hybrid. In the case of narrow FM domains, the flux dynamics is also retarded by domain walls, which direct the vortex motion along them and impede the vortex motion across the walls. In turn, moving SC vortices align the FM domains. The width of the narrow domains practically does not change in the AC fields. In hybrids with irregular domain structures the magnetic pinning is weaker, but it still defines the shape of the flux penetration front. We propose a theoretical model, which describes observed peculiarities in the magnetic behavior of the SC/FM bilayers and explains the dynamic instability of the combined DS in the AC field initiated by vortex/antivortex collapse around oscillating domain walls. This paper is an extension of our previous work published in [32] .
Experiment
Three single-crystal rare-earth iron garnet films of the composition RE 3 (Fe, Ga) 5 O 12 with different magnetization, anisotropy, thickness, and domain structure, grown on GdGa garnet (GGG) wafers, were used as magnetic substrates. RE is a combination of several rare-earth ions forming the anisotropy and together with Ga substitution, defining the total magnetic moment of the ferrimagnetic garnets [34] . These materials are robust dielectrics with a wide energy gap, which allows us to avoid proximity effects and directly study peculiarities of the magnetic pinning in our samples. Our garnet films had ~5x5 mm 2 surface area. Their magnetic parameters were extracted from magnetization curves measured using SQUID in fields perpendicular and parallel to the film and from the width of stripe domains as discussed below. Then a 100 nm Nb layer was sputter-deposited on a half of each garnet film through a stencil mask at 6.5x10 −10 Torr base pressure in 4 mTorr Ar atmosphere. In the same sputtering run the same Nb film was deposited on a glass slide as a reference sample. The diamagnetic response of the Nb film measured by SQUID showed the sharp SC onset temperature T c =8.5K and ~0.2K transition width defined at 95% of the maximum negative signal. Placing the edge of the SC film in the center of the samples allowed us simultaneously to image the domain structure in bare and Nb covered parts of the sample and clearly distinguish the magnetization process in the hybrid from that in the garnet. Imaging was performed by the magneto-optical indicator technique [35] using garnet films with in-plane anisotropy, large Faraday rotations and high response to perpendicular magnetic fields. The indicator film is placed on the sample and visualizes the normal component of magnetic fields (B z ) on the sample surface. It yields B z maps above domains in the FM and SC/FM areas and reveals the vortex distribution in the Nb film during remagnetization. In the images below the intensity of the contrast increases with increasing +B z (bright contrast reveals positive vortex density) and decreases with increasing -B z (dark contrast reveals negative vortex polarity).
Results and discussion.
Experimental observations of flux patterns in the Nb layer on different garnet films.
Garnet film with wide domains.
Below we consider domains as wide if their width to film thickness ratio D/d F is noticeably larger than 1 and narrow if D/d F <1. The first garnet film with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy was 3.9 µm thick and at room temperature had 6.6 µm wide labyrinth domains. Magnetization loops for this film acquired at different T in fields perpendicular to the film plane are presented in Fig.1a . The magnetic moment and coercivity of the film increase upon cooling resulting in rectangular M(H) loops already at 250K. Measurements of the in-plane magnetization perpendicular to the film easy axis required magnetic fields up to ~10 4 Oe, which yielded a large signal from the GGG substrate allowing estimates of the saturation field but compromising the accurate value of the film contribution to the total magnetic moment below 250K. At larger T the in-plane magnetization curves provided correct values of M (see Fig.1b ). We used the perpendicular field data to build the T dependence of the saturation magnetization (M s ) presented in Fig.2 . It shows that M s goes through a maximum at ~160K, drops to a minimum at ~40K, and then sharply increases below 30K. This is a typical behavior observed in garnets with two unequal and oppositely magnetized iron sublattices (Fe ions in octahedral and tetrahedral oxygen environment) and RE spins in the dodecahedral sublattice [34] . The reduction of M s towards 40K signifies a partial compensation of the sublattice contributions, while the low-T increase of magnetization is due to the strong paramagnetism of the rare earth. Note, that even at low T the maximum increase of M s is only ~30% and we can consider M s constant below the critical temperature of Nb (8.5K).
With decreasing T the domains in the garnet film gradually expand. To obtain the equilibrium domain structure (DS) hindered by the increasing pinning of domain walls (DW), it is necessary to apply and slowly reduce an AC magnetic field. In this traditional procedure the amplitude h and frequency f of the required AC field depend on temperature. A similar "shaking" procedure equilibrates vortices at T<T c (e.g. [34] ). By directly observing the DW oscillations we determined appropriate h and f at 4.2K and used these values at all T. Fig.3 shows the temperature variations of the equilibrated domain width D(T) after application and reduction of h=50 Oe at f=17 Hz. The domain width in the bare garnet film increases nearly 4 times down to 40 K and then saturates around ~27 µm.
The equilibrium domain width in magnetic films with perpendicular anisotropy and large quality factors Q= K/2πM 2 s (K is the uniaxial anisotropy constant) is well described by experimentally proven formulas [37] [38] [39] [37] [38] :
with
The collapse field to a good accuracy is presented by the Thiele function [39] :
Taking the room temperature domain width D=6.6 µm and d F =3.9 µm we obtain l c =0.87 µm from (1) and find M s =11.8 G from (2) using the experimental value of H col =53 Oe. Then from the measured in-plane saturation field H s =2K/M s =3200 Oe we get the anisotropy constant K=1.9*10 4 erg/cm 3 and the quality factor Q=21.36. Finally, from l c we obtain A=0.8*10 -7 erg/cm and the domain wall energy σ DW = 4 AK =0.156 erg/cm
2 . An account of the finite Q using exact formulas of [38] practically does not change the value of l c and other parameters.
At 8K we determine M s =15.9 G and K=6*10 4 erg/cm 3 from magnetic measurements and using the average domain width D=26.9 µm calculate l c =2.49 µm which yields the exchange constant A=2.1*10 -6 erg/cm. The increase of the domain wall energy σ DW (8K)/ σ DW (300K) =5 is larger than the increase of the magnetostatic energy M s 2 (8K)/M s 2 (300K)=1.8 which explains the observed expansion of domains.
Imaging B z distributions near the boundary of the Nb film allowed us to compare directly the behavior of the DS in the bare garnet and in the SC/FM bilayer. At T slightly below T c ~8.5K the DS was the same on both sides of the SC edge even after application of the AC field. Such a behavior can be referred to the suppression of the SC order by the stray fields of domains. We did not observe any difference in the magnetic contrast above the domains (i.e. the stray fields are the same) in the bare garnet and in the Nb covered areas, which supports this explanation. It shows that close to the superconducting transition the stray fields are not screened by the Nb film but are maintained through the nucleation of appropriate densities of vortices and antivortices in neighboring domains. At ~2K below T c however, the equilibrated domains under the Nb layer start narrowing compared to the bare garnet film as shown in Fig.4 . The edge of the Nb film in Fig.4 is marked by the broken line behind which there is a transition band in the SC area where domains change their width from that of the bare FM film (D M ) to a smaller value in the FM/SC area (D S ). The transition band shrinks at lower T. Deeper in the SC region, where the AC field is screened by Nb, wider domains may remain frozen from larger temperatures. The AC field amplitude required for shaking domains in the SC region at lower T is larger than that for the bare garnet film even though there is a strong concentration of the field near the SC film edge. In this case the vortex pinning effectively increases the coercivity of domain walls in the SC area. The maximum shrinkage of the domains in the Nb area is D M /D S ~3 and the average ratio below 6K is ~1.9. The latter is close to the domain shrinkage of 2.1 reported for a magnetic garnet film covered with a 300 nm Pb layer [40] [41] . Such a value is well above 1.2, the maximum ratio achievable at the total Meissner screening of the stray fields of narrow (D<d F ) FM domains [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] and it is in contrast to the expected expansion of wide domains (D>d F ) [43] as is discussed below. This indicates that the screening effects are negligible, in accordance with our observations of B z below T c in domains over the Nb area where it is supported by vortices, and other mechanisms control the domain behavior.
At temperatures around ~7 -6 K, when the vortex pinning is relatively weak, we observe a partial alignment of the AC equilibrated domains perpendicular to the SC edge (Fig.5a ). This orientation coincides with the direction of the vortex entry from the Nb edge and the effect can be treated as the alignment of the magnetic domain walls by moving vortices. Earlier, we found the directional penetration of vortices in a SC NbSe 2 crystal and thick Pb film along parallel stripe domains in a FM permalloy capping layer [30] [31] . Our new observation shows that not only vortices can move preferentially along the domains guided by the strong DW pinning potential but also the vortex motion can align the domain walls. Below we show that this effect is more pronounced in hybrids with narrow domains. Actually, the situation is more complicated. In the case of a strong coupling between the FM domains and SC vortices these two subsystems should not be considered as individual but rather as a unity forming new combined domain structure [17] . The strong coupling appears when magnetization in domains is perpendicular to the film surface so that FM domains and vortices polarized along the magnetic moments in domains form a new merged entity with new characteristic dimensions and properties. This situation is different from the pinning by magnetic nanoparticles in SC films, when the main coupling energy due to the stray fields, H s , is U MS = -Φ 0 H s d s /4π , where d s is the thickness of the SC layer. When vortices are coupled directly to the magnetization of domains in a FM film of thickness d F , U M = -Φ 0 Md F , which can have much larger value than U MS . Counter-intuitively, this coupling occurs even in the absence of the stray fields.
The appearance of the combined structure results in a stronger attenuation of the magnetic flux dynamics due to the synchronization of the vortex pinning in the SC layer, pinning of the domain walls in the FM film, and mutual vortex/domain wall pinning [32] . Also it modifies the electromagnetic response of the hybrid making it similar to that in a type-I superconductor, where magnetization occurs through the nucleation and expansion of the normal domains at the expense of shrinking SC domains. In our samples the remagnetization process also advances through the growth of combined domains polarized along the external field and contraction of oppositely polarized neighboring domains.
Fig .5 illustrates the DC remagnetization of the sample after the AC equilibration at 6.2K. In Fig.5b -e domains polarized along the field (bright) in both bare garnet (left) and garnet/Nb regions (right) expand at the expense of oppositely magnetized domains (dark) at increasing field. However, in the bare garnet this process goes faster ( Fig.5c-e) . To some extent, this is due to the partial screening of the field by the SC layer. However, the main reason of the stronger magnetization delay in the Nb area is the enhanced pinning of the combined domain walls. If the maximum applied field leaves narrow domains of the opposite polarity (as in Fig.5e ) they grow back at decreasing field. Fig.5f shows that under the superconductor combined domains grow faster and are wider than in the bare garnet film. On one hand, this expansion of combined domains is due to the fast decay and inversion of the magnetic induction near the edge of the SC film in the decreasing external field [47, 48] . On the other hand, the oppositely polarized domains efficiently reduce their energy (by U M ) when filled with vortices of the same polarity and act as generators of "negative" vortices. They are wider near the edge of the Nb film and acquire a branching structure ( Fig.5g-h ), which creates the increasing negative gradient of an average B z towards the edge. The situation is similar to a single SC film where such a gradient is produced upon ramping down the field by the decreasing and inverting vortex density at the edge. So, the motion of the combined domains not only implements the remagnetization of the hybrid but also forms proper average flux gradients. In this case local currents in the SC layer flow in an intricate pattern of wiggling lines bent at the domain walls and carrying the maximum current density along them. However, the average current is directed along the Nb edge as in a usual SC critical state.
A different scenario occurs after the garnet film is saturated in a large magnetic field. The perpendicularly magnetized FM layer does not produce any stray fields (except at the edge) and thus a picture similar to that of a bare SC film in a homogeneous normal field should be observed. Although, even in the absence of stray fields normally magnetized substrate may attract similarly polarized vortices (U M < 0). Fig.6 illustrates such a process at 6.2K. We start with an initial state with combined domains obtained after application and slow decrease of a DC field H=-70 Oe (compare Fig.6a with Fig.5h obtained after decreasing field from H=+89 Oe). At increasing positive field ( Fig.6a-d ) the magnetization goes through the extension of domains polarized along H and shrinkage of oppositely polarized domains as in Fig.5a -e. A new feature is the formation of circular spots at the ends of branched domains ( Fig.6b-c) . They are not observed in the bare garnet film and appear due to the interplay between the local magnetostatic energy of the combined domains containing vortices and increased effective energy of their domain walls carrying enhanced screening currents in the SC layer. At decreasing field after the sample is saturated by H= +800 Oe the sample shows an inhomogeneous exit of vortices near the edge of the Nb film (Fig.6e-f ). This picture is typical for a single SC layer with defects [49] . The average induction decreases and changes sign near the edge due to inverted screening currents supporting the trapped vortices in the SC film [47] [48] . The garnet layer remains saturated at H=0 and no domains form in the Nb area. The garnet is magnetized in the positive H direction and supports the positive trapped flux in the Nb film but hinders the entry of negative vortices at the SC edge, which would occur at switching off the field in a bare SC layer. Such a suppression of negative vortices is due to their energy exceeding that of positive vortices by 2Φ 0 M.
At following application of the negative field we first observe the increase of the negative vortex density in the Nb area (contrast decreases in Fig.6g) and then, at H~ -50 Oe, an abrupt appearance of narrow bright lines (positive domains) as shown in Fig.6h . Further increase of the negative H results in their collapse at H~ -120 Oe and saturation of the garnet in the negative field direction. Reduction of the negative field to zero (Fig.6i) yields the very same pattern (but of inverted polarity) as after application of the saturating positive field (Fig.6f) confirming that the flux inhomogeneity is defined by structural imperfections in the Nb film. The following ramping of the positive field results in a jumpwise emergence of narrow negative domains (dark lines in Fig.6j) . Such a sudden arrival of narrow negative domains in the positive field and narrow positive domains in the negative field is a result of the nucleation and fast expansion of domains polarized along H in the garnet film saturated against the field direction. As a result, only narrow domains polarized against H are left. This corresponds to the rectangular magnetization curves of the garnet at low temperatures. However, these domains have different shape in the bare garnet and in the Nb covered area where they carry vortices modifying their dynamics. Within the field range where narrow domains do not collapse the remagnetization of the hybrid always occurs through the expansion/contraction of the combined domains (Fig.6k-l) .
Qualitatively similar remagnetization process is observed at lower temperatures (Fig.7) . However, in this case the vortex pinning is strongly increased causing the appearance of thermomagnetic avalanches (TMA) [50] [51] [52] [53] in addition to the combined domain motion. They bring jump-wise branching discharge of antivortices into vortex filled areas forming macroscopic irregular branching patterns of bright -vortex and dark -antivortex stripes as shown on the right in Figs.7e-h.
We found that the presence of combined domains is significantly suppressing the appearance of TMA compared to the bare SC film. Simultaneous imaging of remagnetization patterns in the Nb/garnet sample and the same Nb film on glass showed that under the action of AC fields TMA occur in the bare Nb film at noticeably larger temperatures than in the hybrid sample (Fig.8a,c) . In fact, TMA appear in the bare Nb film at ~6K, while in the hybrid with domains they were not observed down to ~4.7K. Thus, in spite of a stronger pinning in hybrids the boundaries of combined domains efficiently arrest the jumps of magnetic flux.
Garnet film with narrow domains.
The second garnet film with perpendicular anisotropy was 1.6 µm thick and at room temperature had an average width of labyrinth domains D=1.15 µm. A few magnetization loops of this film in the perpendicular field are presented in Fig.9a and the appropriate M(T) dependence is shown in Fig.9b . Remarkably, in a wide range of temperatures the ascending branches (Up arrow) of the M(H) loops at different temperatures practically coincide, except that the saturation level (M s ) increases with decreasing T. This shows that the coercivity for the domain wall motion is small. Moreover, at higher T ascending and descending branches (Up and Down arrows) also coincide. Only at T<~100K the field of departure from the saturation (M=M s ) on the descending branch, corresponding to the nucleation of inverse domains at decreasing H, shifts to smaller values compared to the domain collapse field on the ascending branch. Such a behavior indicates that the domain nucleation barrier is small in a wide temperature range, but it increases at cooling the sample and results in a hysteretic opening of the loops. After the domains are nucleated they spread over the sample without retardation. In-plane magnetization curves (Fig.9c) saturate at progressively increasing fields at decreasing T, reflecting the increase of the magnetic anisotropy. Estimates of the magnetic constants obtained as described in the previous paragraph using the domain width D, collapse field H col =300 Oe, and in-plane saturation field H s =1655 Oe at T room yield l c =0.072µm, M s =35.1 G , K=2. As in the previous case, the stronger increase of the domain wall energy compared to the magnetostatic energy defines the low temperature expansion of domains.
Although the D/d F ratio is slightly larger than 1 at low T, is still small compared to that for the wide domains discussed in the previous paragraph, which causes new peculiarities of the flux dynamics in the sample. First, the equilibration of domains requires larger AC fields. For H AC < ~200 Oe (17 Hz) DWs are totally immobilized at T<8K. This can be explained by the increased collective pinning of FM DWs strongly coupled through the magnetostatics of narrow domains. Second, we do not observe any difference in the equilibrated domain width in the bare garnet and over the Nb film down to lowest T of 4.3K. This is in accordance with small changes of DS predicted for hybrids with narrow domains as discussed below. At the same time, after application of the AC field domains become clearly aligned perpendicular to the Nb edge in the SC area, while the labyrinth DS forms in the bare garnet film (Fig.10 a) . Such a behavior reveals the effect of moving vortices on the orientation of domains walls. It becomes more pronounced in the case of narrow domains due to their cooperative motion induced by stronger magnetostatic coupling between domain walls and their higher density. Accounting for the fact that the main impact on the DWs is produced by vortices moving near them, the ramification of domains should result in a larger total DW/vortex interaction area, which assists "combing" of DWs by vortices entering and exiting across the SC edge in the AC field. Note, that labyrinth domains are a preferred DS in FM films with the perpendicular anisotropy because of their smaller magnetostatic energy compared to parallel stripes. So, the alignment of DWs is obviously associated with the impact of vortices.
After application of a larger AC field, domains in the SC area lose their regularity but on the average still align perpendicular to the Nb edge (Fig.10b) . In the DC field this domain structure starts changing only in fields >200 Oe showing local expansion of domains at H>250 Oe (bright spots in Fig.10c-d) . They gradually grow leaving narrow domains (dark) polarized against the field, which are more irregular in the bare garnet area (Fig.10e-f) . After saturation at ~600 Oe, further reduction of H results in the nucleation of inverse domains already in a relatively large positive field. These domains nucleate and grow preferentially in the SC area upon decreasing and changing the polarity of H (dark lines in Fig.11a-c) . Only in a negative field H~ -80 Oe do the density of domains and the width of positive and negative domains in the bare garnet and Nb covered areas become comparable (Fig.11d-e) . Fig.11b , taken after reduction of H to zero, illustrates a peculiar effect of reverse domains on the structure of the trapped flux in the hybrid. Here ridges of the enhanced vortex density are observed along the center lines of wide trapped flux domains (positive). Their images are brighter in the middle and lose the intensity towards narrow dark lines of negative domains. Similar "roof" patterns of the trapped flux with the vortex density dropping and changing sign near the edge are usually observed in the SC strips. However, in our sample the trapped flux in bright domains exits upon the reduction of H not just to the edge of the SC film but to the nearest negative (dark) domains, which serve as a vortex drain network. These domains generate antivortices partially annihilating the trapped flux vortices and expand upon filling with negative flux. Under the superconductor the negative domains are slightly wider than in the bare garnet due to the larger demagnetizing fields induced by trapped positive vortices. Here SC currents in the Nb film flowing along the boundaries of combined domains form loops supporting the trapped flux in the positive domains. In some regions near the SC edge and far from the reverse domains vortices exit (negative vortices enter) through the edge as usual (Figs.11b-c) , resulting in a traditional balloon like pattern due to defects [35, 49, 54] .
Upon ramping up of a negative field the negative combined domains multiply and their width slightly reduces. However, in contrast to the initial advanced nucleation of domains, in the SC area this process goes slower than in the bare garnet film when the domains are refined (Fig.11d) . This can be referred to the enhanced cooperative pinning in the coupled domain/vortex system as discussed earlier. At further increasing negative field, negative and positive domains acquire the same width and form the labyrinth pattern (Fig.11e) . Finally, domains polarized against the field shrink and collapse (Fig.11f) as described above.
The tendency towards the preferred nucleation of the inverse domains in the SC area shows itself also during the increase of the AC field applied to the magnetized sample. Increasing H AC in the absence of the DC field should facilitate the return to the demagnetized equilibrium state. This process requires the nucleation and motion of the inverse domains in the ferromagnet and in the SC region it involves also the depinning of vortices. So one could expect that under the Nb film the process should be delayed. In contrast, at small negative DC fields we observe the reversal process going faster in the SC area. This can be explained accounting that trapped vortices produce stray fields enhancing the magnetostatic energy and promoting the formation of inverse domains while the magnetic coupling U M reduces the energy of the emerging combined negative domains. At the same time, the energy required for generation of antivortices in the reverse domains is compensated by the annihilation of trapped vortices. Altogether, these factors induce a preferential nucleation of domains in the SC area. Fig. 12 illustrates the development of multiple domains in the increasing AC field after the sample was partially saturated by application and switching off H DC =500 Oe at 4.5K. An amplitude of H AC (17 Hz) is continuously swept from 0 to 190 Oe (17Hz). New branches of domains appear jumpwise but then practically do not move in H AC due to the large DW coercivity. Blurred lines over the DS image in the SC area in Fig.12f reveal channels of the enhanced vortex motion forming at high AC fields. Visually, the process of development of the domain structure in the saturated state under increasing AC field is similar to the DC remagnetization presented in Fig.11a -e. One could expect that the refinement of the combined domains in the AC fields should increase the cooperative pinning and decrease the AC losses in the hybrids.
At low temperatures and large amplitudes of the AC field we observed also the appearance of branching TMAs. Similarly to the case of the hybrid with wide domains the TMAs develop at increasing H AC in the sample with narrow domains at noticeably lower temperatures compared to the Nb film on glass (see Fig.8b-c) . This observation confirms that the presence of combined domains effectively suppresses thermo-magnetic avalanches.
Garnet film with irregular domains at low temperatures.
At room temperature this film has growth induced in-plane anisotropy with two perpendicular [100] easy axes. This results in very wide 180 and 90 degree domains with highly mobile straight domain walls. At decreasing temperature both the anisotropy and domain structure go through a series of transitions. The easy axis starts tilting out from the film plane already at ~250K, however the size of resulting irregular domains with tilted magnetization remains large. At ~50 K the magnetization of the film goes through the compensation point. Here the total magnetic moment attains minimum and Fe sublattices go through the spin-flip, which is well resolved by the abrupt inversion of the magneto-optical contrast during cooling in a small applied magnetic field. With further decreasing T the total magnetization increases showing a typical paramagnetic behavior (the absence of the low-temperature saturation) due to the dominating contribution of the rare-earth sublattice (Fig. 13) . The final domain structure around T c of the Nb film consists of irregular patches of narrow stripes intermittent with wider out of plane magnetized patches (Fig.14) . The aligned orientation of narrow domains in the patches shows that their easy axis is tilted from the film normal in the direction of domain walls. In addition, there are large and mobile saw-tooth domains (not shown in Fig.14) overlaying narrow domains and homogeneous patches. They reveal a thin layer with the in-plane easy axis in addition to the thicker layer with tilted easy axis. Such low-T separation into layers with different anisotropies is well known for garnet films grown by the liquid phase epitaxy ( see ref's in [55] ). Unlike mobile in-plane magnetized regions, domains with a tilted easy axis did not move at 9K in the maximum available AC field of ~500 Oe. Details of this domain structure were changed after application and switching off a DC field of 1 kOe normal to the film plane. The sample was magnetized in this field nearly to saturation and new domains were formed on reducing H. However, the qualitative picture of DS remained the same (Fig.14 b) . In contrast to garnet films with perpendicular anisotropy, in this sample we could not implement the saturated state at H=0. At decreasing field the domains appeared already at large H and at H=0 there was always a developed domain structure. Such a behavior can be referred to the small domain nucleation energy and relatively large magnetostatic energy.
At low temperatures the domain structure in this garnet film was imaged in the polarized light of its own Faraday effect without using the MOI indicator. When the indicator film was placed on the sample, the domains were not resolved indicating the small stray fields on the top surface of the garnet. This can be a direct consequence of the presence at this surface of the inplane magnetized layer revealed by the extended in-plane domains. As a result, below T c the magnetization process near the Nb film boundary started and proceeded as in a SC layer on a non-magnetic substrate (Fig.15) . The magnetic flux concentrated at the Nb edge and then penetrated inside in the shape of balloons, defined by imperfections in the SC film [35, 49, 54] .
We compared the flux penetration patterns in the Nb area after application of large DC fields, which changed details of the garnet DS as described above. In a series of runs the sample was warmed above T c and H DC =1kOe was applied and switched off. Then the sample was zero field cooled and the flux entry was observed in the increasing perpendicular field at T<T c . The resulting patterns of the flux penetration were very similar independently of the DS preparation conditions. This confirmed that the vortex motion is defined mostly by defects in the Nb film and is weakly coupled to the FM substrate as could be expected in the presence of the in-plane magnetized layer just below the SC film. However, we found that FM domains still affect the flux dynamics in the Nb area by analyzing differences of images taken at small field variations which show the incremental advancement of the penetration front. A comparison of such differences for various initial DS reveals that the shape of the front, although dominated by the Nb film imperfections, changes after changing the domain structure (Fig.16 ). The limitation of this effect is consistent with small stray fields and the presence of the in-plane magnetized top layer in the garnet. In this case the vortex flux Φ 0 is perpendicular to M and the vortex/domain coupling U M in the surface layer vanishes leaving only smaller coupling with domains in a deeper garnet layer.
Theoretical model 1. Domain structure of FM films with perpendicular anisotropy
First we consider basic concepts of the domain structure in FM films with a perpendicular easy axis. Domains appear to reduce the energy of the magnetic stray fields (E F ) emanating from the FM layer and the balance of E F and the energy of domain walls E DW establishes the equilibrium domain width. For a lattice of parallel stripe domains of width D in the film of thickness d F the magnetic energy per unit area of the film is presented by the magnetostatic sum:
where M is the saturation magnetization and k=0,1,2… For D<< d F we obtain the standard result
Dζ (3) (ζ(3)= 1.202). However, in the limit D>> d F :
With the domain wall energy density σ DW the total energy per unit area of the film is:
Minimization of the total energy gives the equilibrium domain width. For D<<d F (narrow domains) we get a traditional square-root dependence describing the monotonic increase of the domain width with the FM film thickness:
However, for D>>d F (wide domains) we obtain a qualitatively different result (see also [57] ):
Here, the domain width diverges exponentially at decreasing d F . Such a behavior is expected when the DW energy is large σ DW > 8M 2 d F . It has a simple physical explanation: the stray fields of wide domains are mainly localized near the domain walls and E F is weakly dependent on D, so that the domain wall energy becomes the dominant factor promoting the expansion of domains.
2.
2. Domains in SC/FM hybrid. Total Meissner screening.
When a SC layer much thicker than the penetration depth is placed on the FM film, the stray fields (H s ) of the FM domains can be totally screened at the SC/FM interface. In the case of narrow domains, D < d F , such a screening will increase twice the density of H s near the interface but leave them only in the space below the superconductor. On the other side of the FM film H s will stay intact. Then the total magnetostatic energy will increase 1.5 times causing the reduction of the domain width by (1.5) 1/2 [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . If the SC film is thin and the FM domain width is smaller than the effective London penetration depth λ eff , the screening is negligible and the domain shrinkage should be small, ~0.08 (D/λ eff ) of the initial D [42] .
In the case of wide domains, D >> d F and a thick SC layer the magnetostatic energy can be estimated as the energy of current strings along the domain walls producing normal fields ± B z ~2d F M/x on two sides of the walls. These currents sustain the circulation from +M to -M around DWs. For the infinite penetration depth λ= ∞ (no screening) we have a negative magnetostatic contribution per unit area:
which naturally reproduces the normal state case (3). For a finite λ the screening currents around the domain wall will suppress the stray fields at distances x > λ. For λ >>D the above estimate (5) holds and the domain size should not change compared to the normal state. However, at λ<<D the result is modified. First, let us take d F << λ << D. A proper cut-off in the integral for δE F yields:
In this case the negative magnetostatic contribution becomes so small that a domain structure becomes unfavorable (D->∞). Formally, one gets the same dependence of δE F and E DW on D and thus no minimum of energy. A critical value of λ favoring the disappearance of domains should be close to the equilibrium domain size in the normal state:
Obviously, at D>>d F and λ~d F or λ<<d F we are in the limit λ<λ c , the magnetostatic term is negligible, and the domain structure is suppressed. For SC films of intermediate thickness d S > λ the results are the same as for the thick SC layer. And for d S << λ above formulas will be also applicable, except λ should be changed for λ eff =2λ 2 /d S . For example, for d F << λ eff << D we get:
and the domain structure is suppressed at:
Thus, at D < d F the superconducting cover layer increases the magnetostatic energy causing some contraction of the FM domains. However, at D >> d F the superconducting screening always suppresses the magnetostatic term and should increase the equilibrium domain size. Similar behavior was numerically predicted in [43] .
3. Combined domains in SC/FM bilayers. Equilibrium state.
When a SC layer is placed on the FM film with large enough perpendicular magnetization, vortices can spontaneously form above the FM domains if their energy is less than the energy of the domain/vortex coupling [42, [58] [59] [60] . 
Direct integration of n v (x) yields the total number of vortices per unit length of a stripe domain:
Eq. (11) shows that the equilibrium number of vortices in domains is in a direct correspondence with the domain width. This relation turns out to be very strong because D is exponentially dependent on N v . We will use this fact later discussing possible instabilities in the combined domain structure. Using the approach of [62] we obtain the total energy E DW + E v +E v-v as:
Here A y and A x are the in-plane sample dimensions along and perpendicular to the DWs respectively. Stray fields in the hybrid are concentrated near domain walls and screened by the superconductor at distances ~ λ eff from DWs. 
This expression (compare with (4)) describes the renormalization of the magnetic energy due to the coupling of vortices and magnetic domains. It shows that in the presence of vortices in the SC layer the equilibrium domains should expand compared to the normal state. To sum up, in both Meissner and vortex states a thin superconducting film suppresses the FM domain structure resulting in the increase of the domain width.
4. Combined domains in SC/FM bilayers. Nonequilibrium state. Fixed number of vortices.
Eq.7a shows that in wide domains the density of vortices n v increases towards the domain walls. It changes from maximum positive to the maximum negative density across the DW. In the equilibrium state the SC layer carries the depairing current along the DW, which supports the largest possible gradient of n v across the wall. If the number of vortices in the domains is reduced below the equilibrium number N eq , the current along the domain wall drops below the depairing value and vortices become locked in the domain. This corresponds to the case with a fixed number of vortices bounded by the potential barriers due to the domain wall currents. Now we should find the minimum of the energy functional under the condition of N=const. This functional will have the same form as in [62] but instead of the standard factor −MΦ 0 d F + ε 0 d S in the single vortex energy we will use a Lagrange coefficient, which can be conveniently written as − M Φ 0 : (14) Here, following the notations of [62] s(r) is a periodic step function equal +1 and -1 in neighboring domains and V ( r − r ') = Φ 0 2 /(4π | r − r '|) is the Pearl's vortex interaction potential.
From the minimization of (11a) we obtain the same results as in the previous section but with M
The fixed number of vortices per unit length of the stripe domain is now:
And the total energy can be presented as:
This energy is positive for large D and reaches maximum at:
At decreasing the domain width the nonequilibrium E changes sign. The energy drops at decreasing D below D max , which means that the system becomes unstable with respect to the contraction of domains. During the domain contraction with a fixed number of vortices, the gradient of the vortex density near the domain walls increases until the current along DWs acquires the depairing value. From this moment the system returns to the equilibrium regime: vortices and antivortices enter near the domain walls and domains expand towards the equilibrium width (13) . The whole process is illustrated in Fig.17 . Calculating the crossing point for E(D) curves (12) and (16) we can find the size D* when the system returns to the equilibrium regime:
Below we give an estimate of D* and compare it with D eq.
5. Effect of the AC field on the combined domain structure.
The above calculations do not explicitly account for the pinning dependent flux dynamics. However, they allow us to pinpoint the main mechanism of the observed domain shrinkage in the AC field. Upon cooling through T C in the absence of H AC an equilibrium number of vortices and antivortices will be created in neighboring domains. Close to T C the domain size is practically the same as in the normal state due to the small ε 0 and d S /d F <<1 in (13) . At further decreasing temperature ε 0 will increase. So the equilibrium number of vortices in domains should decrease (see (11) ) and domains should expand (see (13) ). However, pinning can delay this process. In the presence of H AC , the domain walls oscillate causing a partial vortex-antivortex annihilation around them. As a result the number of vortices in domains is reduced below N eq and the evolution of the domain width switches to the nonequilibrium route (dashed curve in Fig.17 ) so that the domains shrink to D=D * . If there were a sufficient supply of vortices which would allow an increase of their density in the domains (e.g. vortex creep from the edge at larger T), the system could return to the equilibrium state and domains would expand from D* to D eq . However, if the vortex supply is delayed (due to the pinning at lower T), the observed domain width can remain at D * . We estimate D * by taking D max~Deq , which yields
This estimate agrees remarkably well with the maximum shrinkage of ~3 times observed in the sample with wide domains at lowest temperatures. The described scenario explains also the negligible changes of the domain width in the hybrid at larger temperatures, when the fast flux relaxation restores the equilibrium. Moreover, it clarifies why the domains are wider near the edge of the SC film and narrower at the AC field penetration front. Close to the edge, H AC provides a better supply of vortices and here the situation is closer to equilibrium. However, further inside the SC the vortex supply is reduced due to pinning and the nonequilibrium state forms easier yielding the smallest domains at the largest depth of the field penetration.
To confirm that the reduced vortex density is the reason for the domain contraction we plotted the intensity profiles of the magneto-optical images across wide and narrow domains in the hybrid area as illustrated in Fig.18 . These intensity profiles correspond to B z (x) plots, i.e. the vortex density distributions across the domains. They clearly show that in the wide combined domains the vortex density is on the average larger compared to the shrunk domains. Also B z in the wide domains increases towards the domain walls while it smoothly decays near the DWs of shrunk domains. Such a behavior shows that there is a large current along the boundaries of wide domains and it is small along the DWs of the squeezed domains. This is in direct agreement with the proposed model.
Conclusions
In this work we experimentally observed and theoretically calculated a unique type of domains in superconducting/ferromagnetic bilayers. Strong coupling between vortices in the SC film and magnetization in FM films with perpendicular anisotropy results in a combined domain structure where vortices reside on top of magnetic domains of the same polarity. The presence of such combined domains modifies the electromagnetic response of the hybrid and essentially decelerates the magnetic flux dynamics. Unlike in usual type-II superconductors, where the magnetization process occurs through the entry and exit of vortices, in our hybrids the magnetization goes on through the expansion and contraction of combined domains as in type-I superconductors. The remaining domains polarized against the applied field serve as a vortex drain network when the field is decreased. The synergetic action of the vortex pinning in the superconductor, pinning of the domain walls in the magnetic layer, and the pinning of vortices by the magnetic domain walls provides a strong cooperative pinning, which arrests the flux motion and efficiently suppresses thermo-magnetic avalanches. In equilibrium the combined domains with D>>d F should expand beyond the normal domain width. However, if the density of vortices in the domains is reduced below the equilibrium value, the same coupling between vortices and magnetization causes a new type of dynamic instability. It results in a strong contraction of combined domains down to ~1/3 of their equilibrium width. We observe such a behavior in large enough AC fields causing vortex-antivortex annihilation near oscillating domain walls and decreasing the vortex density in the domains. In a sample with narrow stripe domains the cooperative pinning also results in a substantial attenuation of the flux dynamics. Here the domain width practically does not vary in AC fields but moving vortices align the domain walls parallel to the direction of their motion. This effect is reciprocal to the guidance of vortices by magnetic domain walls that we observed earlier [30] [31] .
We believe that the magnetic pinning offered by the combined domain structures can expand the working temperature range of high-T c superconductors suffering from the enhanced vortex dynamics close to the transition temperature. Appropriate experiments are on the way. . Successive increase of negative field nucleates domains, which abruptly expand leaving narrow unfavorable domains (white lines in (h)). Reduction of field after saturation in -800 Oe yields the trapped flux pattern (i) similar to (f). Nucleation of domains in a positive field (j) and then decreasing H restores the combined domain remagnetization scenario. Fig.7 DC remagnetization of the sample with wide domains at 4.5K. The process in the increasing H, (a)-(d), is qualitatively similar to that at larger T (Fig.5-6 ). However, the vortex pinning is increased and chaotically shooting thermo-magnetic avalanches appear at reducing field from the saturated state (irregular dark and bright lines on the right of figs. (e)-(h)). Fig.12 Development of the combined domain structure in an applied AC field. The initial partially saturated state (a) is obtained after removal of H DC =500 Oe at 4.5K. 17 Hz AC field is applied perpendicular to the film surface. The amplitude is increasing from 0 to 8.8, 19.8, 48, 120, and 190 Oe in panels (a) to (f) respectively. After jump-wise appearance of new domains they remain practically immobile in the AC field ((b) -(e)). Some oscillations of domains appear at large field amplitudes in the Nb area near channels of the enhanced vortex dynamics (blurred lines on the left in (f)). 
